Variorip 310

The intelligent concept
for profitable cutting

VarioRip 310: The fast and simple way
to maximum productivity
The customers’ demands are increasing. Changing applications call
for a high degree of flexibility. More than ever before, today ripping
must be an open system. The VarioRip equips you well, irrespective
of whether it is a multi-blade or optimising ripsaw. The robust, reliable model already stands out in the standard version with high quality equipment and it is extremely convenient to operate. If required,
numerous intelligent options extend your VarioRip to become a high
performance system, enabling you to make a clever start into timber
optimisation.
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Ripping to width plays a key role in working with solid wood
because optimised ripping means minimised costs. We have the
concepts to put you right up front in this competition. Flexible, high
performance systems tailored individually to meet your requirements.
Yet they are convenient to operate, and can be set up in the shortest possible time. They are also extremely profitable and ideal for all
types of enterprises – from interior trim to furniture manufacturers,
from glued-up panels to saw mills.

With the Variorip you are a cut
above the competition:
• Optimal cutting quality
• Clue-joint cut
• High productivity and economic
efficiency
• Wide range of applications
• Excellent operating convenience
• Optimal for integration in system
solutions
• Robust, durable design
• Maximum operator safety
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Combined pressure unit:
Ideal material control
Tough everyday operation is our benchmark. The combined pressure unit
equips you perfectly for difficult tasks.
Big, heavy pressure rollers - combined
with the proven Raimann pressure
board - fix the timber reliably on the
transport chain. This guarantees absolutely precise material guidance even
with heavy and warped timbers.

Chain feed: Reliable conveyance
of any type of material
Reliable material conveyance is the
crucial prerequisite for optimal material
yield, long tool service lives and high
productivity. The chain feed on your
VarioRip is exactly the right equipment.
The entire surface of the workpiece
rests on the chain and is conveyed precisely through the saw. Prisms on both
sides ensure an absolutely straight,
play-free chain guide. The closed chain
prevents splinters from jamming and
thus guarantees high operating reliability.
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Quickfix:
Minimal set-up times
You have never before retooled a
machine as easily and conveniently as
with the patented Quickfix fast-release
system. Everything is done in the shortest possible time: Release hydraulic
tension, insert wood samples. Shift saw
blades on the arbour, apply hydraulic
tension. Done. Without any bushings,
spacers or tools.

SafetyPlus: Maximum operator safety
SafetyPlus guarantees maximum operator safety. The patented Kevlar and
polyurethane protection concept complements the conventional types of
kick-back protection. The hazard zone
is optimally sealed.
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Potential savings thanks
to moving blade technology
Timber price per m³:
Savings per year
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Moving blade technology:
Unlimited flexibility
With a conventional fixed arbour setup,
varying board widths, qualities and
defects lead to material waste in the
range of 8% on average. By contrast,
the moving blade technology of the
RaimannLine ensures that the raw
material is used efficiently. With one or
two moveable saw blades you adapt
your VarioRip individually to any board.
Due to this optimised timber yield,
material and storage costs are reduced
significantly. Timber optimisation is
equal to cost minimisation.

Moreover, the virtually unlimited number of possible combinations of fixed
and moveable saw blades increases the

flexibility of your production and thus
facilitates just-in-time and small-batch
production.

possible combinations
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ProfiCut Direct: Everything under control
The ProfiCut Direct control system is the foolproof way to a higher timber yield.
It also offers many functions which can be performed conveniently via a touch
screen or joystick:
• Cutting list entries and statistics for easy production planning
• Machine diagnostics and the modification of parameters for
effortless maintenance
• Selection of:
• Variable widths, e.g. for edging
• Fixed dimensions, e.g. ripping widths according to a cutting list
• Online service (option: RaiCon) for easy maintenance and high availability

RipAssist: Automatic
width optimisation
You have never got the optimum out
of your raw material as easily as with
RipAssist:
1. Align board to fixed laser
2. Mark the board width
3. Done!
RipAssist automatically calculates the
optimal ripping solution for each board
and positions the movable saw blades
accordingly. The operator checks the
result via the laser lines on the board
and can correct the solution by means
of the joystick or touch screen, if necessary.
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Overview table VarioRip:
Standards and options
The matrix shows the important technical features of the VarioRip 310.
The expert at Weinig for the RaimannLine will be happy to provide you
with more detailed information.
Standard
Max. cutting width

310 mm

Chain width

340 mm

Max. number of movable saw blades

2

Max. outlet width

650 mm

Max. cutting height with Quickfix flanges (without pressure board)

95 (110) mm

Max. cutting height with movable saw blades (without pressure board)

85 (100) mm

Min. timber length with pressure board in use

410 mm

Max. feed speed

5-35 m/min

Motor

22 kW

Number of pressure rollers

4

Saw blade diameter min./max.

300 mm / 350 mm

Weight

2,060 kg

Dimensions: length x width x height

1.75 x 1.75 x 1.87 m

Working height

850 mm

Dust extraction diameter

250 mm

Required dust extraction speed

30 m/sec

Required dust extraction volume

5,300 m³/h

Option

1,100 mm

320 mm

30 kW, 37 kW

Quickfix incl. 4 clamping flanges and 4 saw blades
Motorised height adjustment of saw arbour
Motorised height adjustment of the pressure unit
Lasers moving blade ripsaw
Lasers fixed gang ripsaw
ProfiCut Direct controls
RipAssist
RaiCon
High performance chain
Spikes
Rubber inserts
Subject to technical modification. Statements and pictures in this brochure may also include optional extras
which are not included in the standard serial equipment. Some of the photos show the machine with the
protective covers removed.
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You can expect a lot from us:
WEINIG – Your partner for the future
Everything from a single source
Manufacturing is a complex process
in which everything needs to mesh.
Short paths and flawless organization
are essential. WEINIG is your singlesource supplier. Use this advantage for
automation, tool preparation and much
more concerning your machine.

The WEiNiG ExpoCenters
In our ExpoCenters we will demonstrate
to you everything that cutting-edge
technology can do for you. Here you
can see our machines in action.
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Training
We would like you to get the maximum
benefit from your investment as quickly
as possible. This is achieved using the
proven WEINIG training concept.
Effective training sessions led by experienced WEINIG experts make sure that
you unlock the full potential of your
machine in the shortest possible time.

Service
With sites in all parts of the world and
a large, mobile team of service technicians, we guarantee a worldwide
service that is unique in the industry.
Extremely fast delivery of spare parts
to any location and contacts who also
speak your language are part of our
traditional customer orientation.

The complete package
in solid wood processing!

WEINIG is synonymous with technological advancement.
And has been for more than 100 years. WEINIG quality
allows our partners around the world both in handcrafts
and industry to stand out above the competition. With

machines and systems that set standards in performance
and economy. With intelligent production concepts for
optimal value creation. And with customised solutions –
from application through to service.

RIPPING · CROSS-CUTTING · OPTIMISING · FINGER JOINTING · GLUING · PLANING AND PROFILING · WINDOW PRODUCTION · AUTOMATION

WEiNiG oFFErS MorE
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Variorip 310

RAIMANN HOLZOPTIMIERUNG
GMBH & CO.KG
Weisserlenstrasse 11
79108 Freiburg
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 7 61 / 1 30 33-0
Fax
+49 (0) 7 61 / 1 30 33-17
info@weinig.com
www.weinig.com

